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Abstract

Reinforcement learning (RL) is emerging as a powerful tech-
nique for solving complex code optimization tasks with an
ample search space. While promising, existing solutions re-
quire a painstaking manual process to tune the right task-
specific RL architecture, for which compiler developers need
to determine the composition of the RL exploration algo-
rithm, its supporting components like state, reward and
transition functions, and the hyperparameters of these mod-
els. This paper introduces SuperSonic, a new open-source
framework to allow compiler developers to integrate RL
into compilers easily, regardless of their RL expertise. Super-
Sonic supports customizable RL architecture compositions
to target a wide range of optimization tasks. A key feature
of SuperSonic is the use of deep RL and multi-task learn-
ing techniques to develop a meta-optimizer to automatically
find and tune the right RL architecture from training bench-
marks. The tuned RL can then be deployed to optimize new
programs. We demonstrate the efficacy and generality of
SuperSonic by applying it to four code optimization prob-
lems and comparing it against eight auto-tuning frameworks.
Experimental results show that SuperSonic consistently im-
proves hand-tuned methods by delivering better overall per-
formance, accelerating the deployment-stage search by 1.75x
on average (up to 100x).
CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Com-

pilers; • Computing methodologies → Artificial intelli-
gence.
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1 Introduction

There is a growing interest in using auto-tuning techniques
for code optimization [9, 18, 27, 32, 62, 70, 88]. Auto-tuning
finds good optimizations from empirical observations, often
outperforming hand-crafted heuristics [9, 52]. This technique
is particularly attractive for frequently used libraries and
kernels. For such scenarios, developers are willing to spend
hours or weeks of CPU time to automatically search for even
a few percentages of performance improvement [18, 23, 50,
83], knowing the optimized code will be used by many users.

In recent years, deep reinforcement learning (RL) has been
shown to be effective for navigating a sizeable discrete space,
outperforming traditional search techniques on a range of
optimization tasks [33, 60, 79, 85, 87]. Deep RL is also a nat-
ural fit for many code optimization problems where the task
can be seen as applying a sequence of actions to maximize
the gain [88]. Examples of such problems include compiler
flag selection and ordering [4, 25, 47], instruction scheduling
[69, 80, 92] and hardware resource allocation [26]. Indeed,
we see a growing interest in the research community and
industry [23, 83] in using RL and deep RL to tackle a wide
range of code optimization problems [13, 35, 36, 45, 53, 68].
Developing a deep RL solution for code optimization re-

quires choosing and parameterizing several components: (i) a
discrete set of actions or transformations that can be applied
to a program, such as passes in a compiler; (ii) a state func-
tion that can summarize the program after each action as a
finite feature vector, and (iii) a reward function that reports
the quality of the actions taken so far. Some RL algorithms
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may also allow the selection and further parameterization of
a transition function, which governs the choice of actions to
be applied in each state. Moreover, parameters of individual
RL components need to be tuned on benchmarks.

Efforts have been made to provide RL algorithms and high-
level APIs for action definitions [23, 51], models for program
state representation [12, 21, 86, 90], and tools for training
benchmark generation [22–24]. While these recent works
have lowered the barrier for integrating RL techniques into
compilers, compiler engineers still face a major hurdle. As
the right combination of RL exploration algorithms and their
state, reward and transition functions and parameters highly
depend on the optimization task, developers must carefully
choose the RL architecture by finding the right RL compo-
nent composition and their parameters from a large pool of
candidate RL algorithms, machine-learning models and func-
tions. This process currently requires testing and manually
analyzing a large combination of RL components. Experience
in the field of neural architecture search shows that doing
this by hand is an expensive and non-trivial process [28].

This paper presents SuperSonic1, an open-source frame-
work to automate the RL architecture search and param-
eter tuning process to make it easier to integrate RL into
compilers. To use SuperSonic, the compiler developer pro-
vides the action list according to the problem being tackled
and a measurement interface to report metrics like code
size or speedup. SuperSonic then automatically assembles
an RL architecture for the targeting optimization from an
extensible set of built-in RL components. The SuperSonic
RL components include pre-trained state functions, such as
Word2Vec [57] and CodeBert [29]. It provides candidate re-
ward functions like RelativeMeasure and tanh to compute
the reward based on the metric given by the measurement in-
terface. The state-transition function can be selected from a
further set of predefined transition functions, such as a tran-
sition probability matrix or LSTM [39]. Finally, SuperSonic
takes a customizable set of predefined RL algorithms, like
Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [77] and Monte Carlo
tree search (MCTS) [14], which may be driven by any of the
chosen reward, state, actions and transition function. This
creates a large space of possible parameterized RL architec-
tures, which can be defined by the compiler developer with
a few lines of Python using an easy-to-use API.

Armed with this space of RL architecture choices, Super-
Sonic will automatically and efficiently search it to find the
one that gives the best results over a sample of user-provided
training benchmarks. The search is accomplished by a deep
RL-basedmeta-optimizer that is designed to be generalizable
to any optimization tasks. Once the meta-optimizer has se-
lected the client RL architecture and its parameters, the work
of SuperSonic is over. As an output, SuperSonic stores the
tuned client RL as serialized objects. It provides an API for a

1Available at: https://github.com/HuantWang/SUPERSONIC

compiler or performance tuner to use the stored RL to drive
the code transformation pass for new, unseen programs. On
an unseen program, the client RL may be used to search for
the actions that yield the best reward. Alternatively, it can be
further generalized by training on additional benchmarks so
that actions for new programs can be chosen directly from
the policy without further search at the deployment time.
SuperSonic aims to automatically make the client RL as
good as possible for the compiler developer’s needs.

As this client RL search and tuning process is automated
and requires little RL expertise, SuperSonic further reduces
the difficulties for integrating RL into compilers by replacing
compiler developer time with machine hours. This client RL
search and tuning process is a one-off cost performed offline.
The compiler end-users (e.g., application developers) will
not experience this process – they will use the shipped RL
like any other feedback directed compiler passes [16].

We evaluate SuperSonic by applying it to four optimiza-
tion tasks: Halide schedule optimization [69], neural network
code generation [18], compiler phase ordering [25] for code
size reduction and superoptimization [43]. Each of the tasks
has a large number of combined optimization options, so
it is non-trivial to design a good search strategy. We com-
pare SuperSonic against eight tuning methods developed by
independent researchers, including search-based strategies
specifically designed for the targeting problem [3, 19, 62, 76],
generic tuning frameworks like OpenTuner [9] and Compil-
erGym [23], and hand-tuned RL solutions for the relevant
task [5, 68]. Our extensive evaluation shows that SuperSonic
consistently gives better overall performance than alterna-
tive methods across tasks during deployment. We show that
the client RL given by SuperSonic converges fast, and it can
start producing better code over competing search methods
by using on average 1.75x less search time (up to 100x) for
new programs during deployment.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• We present a generic framework to automatically
choose and tune a suitable RL architecture for code
optimization tasks (Section 3).

• We demonstrate how deep RL can be used as a meta-
optimizer to support the integration of RL into perfor-
mance tuners (Section 3.3).

• We provide a large study validating the effectiveness
of RL in four code optimization tasks (Section 5).

2 Background

2.1 Deep Reinforcement Learning

RL is a machine learning technique where agents learn to
perform actions in an environment to maximize a cumulative
reward [81]. The environment represents the problem to be
solved, and the agent represents the learning algorithm. At
each time step, the agent observes the environment state
and takes an action (e.g., deciding which compiler option

https://github.com/HuantWang/SUPERSONIC
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to be added or removed from the compilation sequence).
The agent adjusts its actions based on observations gathered
from the environment. It learns a policy to map the states to
the corresponding actions, aiming to maximize the expected
reward. Some RL algorithms also learn a value function to
evaluate the current situation of the environment and the
decision-making process of the agent. Unlike a policy func-
tion that answers the question of “how to act?", the value
function answers the question of “how good the current state
is?". Using a deep neural network (DNN) along with RL is
known as Deep Reinforcement Learning [37].

2.2 Problem Definitions

SuperSonic automates RL component searching and param-
eter tuning. Within SuperSonic, a client RL consists of an ex-
ploration algorithm to choose actions (e.g., compiler options),
a reward function for computing the expected cumulative
reward based on past observations of the environment (e.g.,
execution time after applying a transformation), a method
for modeling the environment/program state (e.g., a DNN
or a linear function), and an action list provided by the user
(e.g., legitimate code transformation options). Depending on
the exploration algorithm, this can also include an state tran-
sition function to compute the probability of going from one
state to another. Each of the components can be chosen from
a pool of SuperSonic built-in candidate methods, and the
combination of these components can result in a large policy
search space. SuperSonic is designed to automatically find
and tune the right combination of RL components and their
hyperparameters. It complements existing RL platforms like
CompilerGym [23] and RLLib [51], by helping the compiler
developers to choose and optimise a suitable RL algorithm.

2.3 Multi-armed Bandit Problem

The effectiveness of an RL algorithm is highly dependent on
the problem to be solved, but manually choosing the right RL
components is non-trivial [44]. In this work, we formulate RL
component search as a multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem
[30]. Given a budget of𝑛 trials and𝑘 candidate RL component
configurations (or slot machines), we use a deep RL-based
MAB solver to allocate the trials among candidate policy
architectures to test their effectiveness. After 𝑛 trials, we
determine which of the 𝑘 RL configurations to use for the
given problem. This technique is detailed in Section 3.3.

3 Our Approach

3.1 Overview

Figure 1 gives an overview of SuperSonic. At the core of
SuperSonic is a meta-optimizer that builds upon MAB and
deep RL techniques. Given a client RL search space defined by
the SuperSonic Python API, the meta-optimizer searches for
a suitable RL component configuration for an optimization
task. It then automatically tunes a set of tunable hyperpa-
rameters of the chosen components. The tuned client RL can

then be used to optimize unseen programs through inference
(including potential retraining), which is outside the scope
of SuperSonic. The search space definition and RL client
architecture search and parameter tuning are a one-off offline
process, which is within the scope of SuperSonic.
Implementation. We implement SuperSonic in Python
and use gRPC for distributed communications. SuperSonic
builds upon CompilerGym [23] and RLlib (Ray) [51] by uti-
lizing their APIs for task definitions and RL algorithm imple-
mentations. SuperSonic currently supports 23 RL algorithms
from RLLib [51] and 10 pre-trained DNNs and functions for
representing the program state or computing the reward.
Compiler developers may choose a subset, add their own, or
include all (the default) supported RL algorithms and models
for the meta-optimizer to search over.
Task definition. The compiler developer first defines the
optimization problem by creating an RL policy interface (Fig-
ure 2). The definition includes a list of client RL components
for the meta-optimizer to search over.
Client RL search. Calling to policy_search() invokes
SuperSonic meta-optimizer, where the developer can also
limit the number of trials spent on client RL searching.
Client RL parameter tuning and deployment. After
choosing an RL architecture, the meta-optimizer will fine-
tune a set of model-specific hyper-parameters of the selected
client RL (see also Table 1). Hyperparameter tuning is per-
formed on the training benchmarks. The tuned client RL
and its parameters are saved, which can be shipped with a
compiler to optimize unseen programs at deployment time.
Measurement engine. The measurement engine evaluates
a code transformation option using an user-supplied inter-
face (line 24 in Figure 2). Measurements are used during
client RL search and tuning, as well as deployment phases
to obtain feedback for a chosen optimization action.

3.2 Task Definition

The user-defined client RL search space typically includes
candidate functions (or models) for representing the envi-
ronment state, objective functions for computing the reward,
and the set of possible actions that can be taken from a given
state. This search space definition can optionally include a
chosen set of RL exploration algorithms and transition func-
tions to be used by a client RL algorithm. By default, Super-
Sonic automatically search over all supported RL algorithms
where each algorithm has a default transition function. Fur-
thermore, the compiler engineer also needs to provide a
run function, which provides the measurement of an action
to compute the reward. These are implemented in a small
Python program to interface with the SuperSonic API. The
definition code is similar to the programming environment
of mainstream auto-tuners like OpenTuner and Compiler-
Gym, allowing the developer to quickly port their code to
use the SuperSonic search and tuning components.
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Figure 1. Overview of SuperSonic components. This framework enables developers to express the optimization space. It
automatically searches for the optimal client RL architecture to be used for inference during deployment.

1 import SuperSonic as ss

2 from SuperSonic.stateFunctions.models import *

3 ...

4 statefs = [Word2Vec (...),Doc2Vec (...),CodeBert

(...),ActionHistory (...)]

5 tranfs = [DNN (...),CNN (...),LSTM (...)]

6 rewards = [RelativeMeasure (...),tanh (...)]

7 rl_algs = [MCTS (...),PPO (...),DQN (...),QLearning

(...)]

8 actions = [Init (...)]

9 ...

10
11 class SuperOptimizer(ss.PolicyInt):

12 def __init__(self , statefs , tranfs , actions ,

rewards , rl_algs):

13 self.PolicySpace = {

14 "StatList": statefs ,

15 "TranList": tranfs ,

16 "ActList": actions ,

17 "RewList": rewards ,

18 "AlgList": rl_algs ,

19 }

20 self.search_engine = SearchEngine(self.

PolicySpace)

21
22 def run(self):

23 #user code for compilation and execution

24 ...

25 return Result(time=run_result['time'])

26
27 if __name__ =='__main__ ':

28 opt = SuperOptimizer(statefs , tranfs , actions ,

rewards , rl_algs)

29 policy = opt.policy_search(

training_benchmark_list , num_of_trials =100)

Figure 2. Simplified tasks definition for superoptimizaton.

Figure 2 gives a simplified example that defines the client
RL search space for superoptimizaton [43, 55]. This example
specifies candidate methods for representing the environ-
ment state, functions for computing rewards, the definition
for action space, and a chosen set of client RL algorithms.
The run function implements the measurement interface, in-
cluding user code for compiling and executing the program
for a given code transformation action. Finally, the program
invokes the policy search API by passing in a list of training
benchmarks and the number of search trials. We stress that
measurement interface defines how to compile and execute a
test program, but the target program can be of any language.

3.3 Client RL Search

Given a client RL search space, the SuperSonic meta-
optimizer automatically finds a suitable client RL architec-
ture (i.e., <state function, transition function, reward func-
tion, RL algorithm> and potentially a value function) from
training benchmarks.We formulate the client RL search prob-
lem as a MAB problem that is solved using a parallel DRL
algorithm. Deep RL can reuse knowledge from other tasks
to speed up the search. In contrast, evolutionary algorithms
have to search from afresh. Our work is the first to formulate
client RL tuning for code optimization as a MAB problem
and employs deep RL as a meta-solver.

Our meta-optimizer is a variant of the Asynchronous Ad-
vantage Actor Critic (A3C) algorithm [38, 59]. A3C is a dis-
tributed algorithm, where multiple workers independently
update a global value function – hence “asynchronous". We
choose this algorithm because it is shown to be effectively
in other RL application domains [38] and permits us to de-
velop a parallel policy search engine. Specifically, the meta-
optimizer consists of two RL models, an actor for computing
an action based on observation and a critic for estimating a
reward value. In a nutshell, the actor is a policy RL that takes
as input the environment state and outputs the best action
(a policy architecture in our context). The actor essentially
controls how the meta-optimizer choose a candidate client
policy to try out. By contrast, the critic is value-based RL
that evaluates the action by adjusting its value function to
estimate the maximum future reward based on the historical
observations obtained from training benchmarks. As time
passes, the actor is learning to produce better actions, and
the critic is getting better at evaluating those actions.
Like [38], we implement the actor and the critic using a

stacked neural network consisting of a ResNet convolution
neural network (CNN) [46] that is followed by a LSTM re-
current neural network (RNN) [39]. We use the output of
the LSTM to update the policy function of the actor and the
value function of the critic. Input to the actor model is a
1-dimensional history vector containing the last 20 actions
(policies) that the meta-optimizer has tested. Input to the
critic model is a history vector plus a cumulative reward
averaged across benchmarks, computed using an Area under
the Curve (AUC) function.
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Client RL searching strategy. At each of the 𝑛 trials, the
meta-optimizer obtains an action (i.e., a client policy architec-
ture to test) from the actor model. The meta-optimizer uses
the user-provided measurement function to obtain the ob-
servation, which is then used to compute the current reward.
The current reward and the environment state is passed to
the critic model to update its value function. The value func-
tion of the critic also estimates the future reward which is
given to the actor to update its policy network. By default,
the meta-optimizer runs each client RL for 50 exploration
steps during a trial to allow it to converge before taking the
observation. We use the 20 most recently chosen policy ar-
chitectures as the state. We then measure the area under the
reward curve of the recently chosen 20 policies to compute
the current reward. After the meta-optimizer performs 𝑛
trails on training benchmarks, we check the latest 20 actions
chosen by the actor. We then use the most frequently cho-
sen policy architecture as the outcome of policy search. Our
intuition is that the actor would be more efficient in picking
good policy architectures towards the end of the search and
would choose the optimal policy as the action more often.
This search process also implicitly model the learning time
of a candidate client RL. A client RL is chosen because it can
learn quickly to give good results on training benchmarks
within the given time.
Failure during client RL search. In this work, we did not
observe failure in combining RL components in our case
studies. When using a client RL, failures can happen - the
underlying compiler (driven by RL) may fail due to e.g., in-
valid combinations of compiler flags or compiler bugs. These
are automatically handled by RL which will avoid trying
these options in future iterations. Furthermore, while Super-
Sonic could miss an RL architecture that can be improved
through fine-tuning, we have performed a large-scale search
on our case studies and did not observe this. This issue can
also be mitigated by performing RL-architecture search and
parameter fine-tuning in a single process.
Multi-task learning. If multiple optimization tasks are de-
fined, we then use multi-task learning (MTL) to find an in-
dividual policy for each task given a total budget of 𝑛 trials.
SuperSonic provides a distributed, parallel meta-optimizer,
building on top of an open-source MTL framework [38]. For
each optimization task, it creates an environment and assigns
a meta-optimizer instance to the environment, so that client
RL search for different optimization tasks can be performed
in different, potentially distributed environments. In our eval-
uation, we implement an execution environment in a Docker
container. SuperSonic realizes different environments and
their associated actors as parallel workers that can run on a
single machine or multiple distributed machines. An issue of
using a standardMTL algorithm is that the learner is likely to
give more resources (e.g., #trials, time or machines) to tasks
with higher rewards, leading to unfair resource allocation

Table 1. Example tunable parameters

Algorithms Parameters

Common param. Batch size for workers; Train batch size; Mini-
batch size; learning rate

MCTS Dirichlet noise and epsilon; Puct coefficient; Sim-
ulation times; Loss temperature

PPO Entropy coefficient; Adam optimizer step size;
GAE estimator parameter; Policy ratio clipping

DQN #atoms; Discrete supports; Adam epsilon; Clip
gradients

Q-Learning Behavior Cloning Pretraining numbers; Q-
Learning loss temperature; Lagrangian threshold;
Min Q weight multiplier

among tasks. To address this issue, we use a regularization
mechanism, similar to [84], by adding a normalization layer
to the actor and the critic network.

3.4 Client RL Parameter Tuning

During the client RL search stage, SuperSonic uses the de-
fault hyperparameter and pre-trained models. After a client
RL architecture is chosen, the SuperSonic meta-optimizer
uses training benchmarks to fine-tune a set of common and
algorithm-specific hyperparameters. Each SuperSonic built-
in DNN model also has a standard training API. Therefore,
the meta-optimizer also uses the measurements and obser-
vations generated during parameter tuning to fine-tune the
relevant DNN models, e.g. for state representation. Table
1 gives some of the example hyperparameters supported
by SuperSonic. We note that the user does not need to ex-
plicitly supply these parameters because they are known
to SuperSonic. Our parameter tuning method is a parallel
population-based training (PBT) algorithm [41] from RLlib.
Like client RL search, the user can also specify how much
trials can be spent on parameter tuning. Once the budget is
used up, the best-found parameter setting is returned. Our
evaluation applies cross-validation to ensure the tuned RL is
always tested on new, previously unseen benchmarks.

3.5 Client RL Deployment

Finally, the tuned client RL is saved as serialized objects.
The chosen hyperparameters and action space are stored
in JSON files. SuperSonic provides APIs to load and reuse
the stored objects to optimize any new program. To apply a
tuned RL, SuperSonic creates a session to apply a standard
RL loop to optimize the input program by using the chosen
RL exploration algorithms to select an action for a given
state. For example, the state could be a vector recording the
last 𝑛 compiler options added into the compiler flags or a
DNN (see also Section 5.5.3).

3.6 Measurement Engine

For a given optimization option, the measurement engine in-
vokes the user-supplied run function to compile and execute
the program in the target environment. The user function
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Table 2. Case studies in our evaluation

Use cases #Bench. Competing Methods Search space

C1: Optimizating image
pipeline

10 Halide master [62],
auto-schedulers [3],
HalideRL [68], Open-
Tuner

73 ∗ 27 ∼ 73 ∗ 37

C2: Neural network
code optimization

5 AutoTVM [19],
Chameleon[5], Open-
Tuner

5 ∗ 103 ∼ 20 ∗ 103

C3: Code size reduction 43 CompilerGym [23],
OpenTuner

12360 ∼ 123150

C4: Superoptimization 40 STOKE [76], Open-
Tuner [9]

9100,000 ∼ 916,000,000

Table 3. Candidate state functions and reward functions

Case Studies: 1 2 3 4

Word2Vec [58]
Doc2vec [49] ✓ ✓
CodeBert [29]
Manual features (e.g. LLVM IR
representation from [40])

✓

Action History
State func.

Hash of Action History ✓
Relative measure (e.g. speedup,
code size reduction ratio)

✓ ✓

Reward func. function output (e.g. tanh()) ✓ ✓

reports the result for each execution, which is stored in a
result database implemented using SQLLite. The database
also holds information obtained during the search, including
the action history, reward, and execution outputs for each
benchmark. The client RL gathers the result of an action by
querying the result database. Decoupling the RL exploration
and measurement allows the parallel execution of measure-
ment and the RL agent, possibly across different machines.
Parallel execution can reduce the measurement cost, which
often dominates the auto-tuning process.

4 Experimental Setup

We evaluate our approach by applying it to four code opti-
mization tasks and compare it against eight tuning methods,
including hand-tuned RL solutions. Table 2 summarizes our
evaluation setup, including the search space size and compet-
ing methods for each case study. We note that the overhead
of RL is dominated by gathering feedback from the environ-
ment through, e.g., compiling and executing the program.
While case studies 3 and 4 have a larger search space than
case studies 1 and 2, obtaining feedback incurs lower over-
head in case studies 3 and 4 compared to 1 and 2, leading to
an overall faster search time for case studies 3 and 4.

4.1 Case Study 1: Optimizing Image Pipelines

The problem. This task aims to improve the optimization
heuristic of the Halide compiler framework for image pro-
cessing [69].A Halide program separates the expression of
the computation kernels and the application processing pipeline
from the pipeline’s schedule. Here, the schedule defines the

order of execution and placement of data on the hardware.
The goal of this task is to automatically synthesize schedules
to minimize the execution time of the benchmark.
Methodology. This task builds upon Halide version 10. Our
evaluation uses ten Halide applications that have been heav-
ily tested on the Halide compiler. We measure the execu-
tion time of each benchmark when processing three image
datasets provided by the Halide benchmark suite. The bench-
marks are optimized to run on a multi-core CPU.
Competing methods. We compare SuperSonic against
four prior methods designed for optimizing Halide sched-
ules. These include two Halide built-in auto-scheduling algo-
rithms (Halide master [62] and auto-scheduler [3]), a hand-
tuned RL method (HalideRL) [68], and OpenTuner. We show
speedups over Halide master.
Actions. Each Halide program comes with a scheduling
template that defines an 𝑛 stages schedule. We can apply
optimizations like loop tiling and vectorization to each stage.
We apply four actions to construct a 𝑛-stage scheduling se-
quence. These include adding or removing an optimization
to the stage and decreasing or increasing the value (by one)
of an enabled parameterized option.

4.2 Case Study 2: Neural Network Code Generation

The problem. This task targets DNN back-end code genera-
tion to find a good schedule. e.g., instruction orders and data
placement, to reduce execution time on a multi-core CPU.
Methodology. This study is conducted within the TVM com-
piler v 0.8 [18]. We use 5 CNN kernels where their schedule
optimization space is defined by the TVM developer.
Competing methods.We compare our approach against
four TVMbuilt-in tuning strategies, including random search,
genetic algorithms, grid-based search and XGBoost-based
search. In addition to these, we also compare our approach
to OpenTuner and Chameleon [5] - a recently proposed,
hand-tuned RL method designed for TVM. We show the im-
provement over the TVM compiler (TVMC)without schedule
optimization.
Actions. Each TVM benchmark comes with a schedule tem-
plate that defines a set of tuning knobs like loop tiling pa-
rameters. We consider four actions in this task: adding or
removing a knob to the schedule sequence, and decreasing or
increasing the parameter value (by one) of a parameterized
knob in the optimization sequence. The number of tuning
configurations vary across benchmarks (Table 2).

4.3 Case Study 3: Code Size Reduction

The problem. This task is concerned with determining the
LLVM passes and their order to minimize the code size.
Methodology. Following the setup of CompilerGym, we
compute the code size reduction by measuring the ratio
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of LLVM IR instruction count reduction over the LLVM -
Oz code size optimization option. This metric is platform-
independent and deterministic. Note that the IR instruction
count strongly correlates to the binary size - fewer instruc-
tions typically lead to a smaller binary. In this evaluation,
we use 43 benchmarks: 23 from the CBench suite [1] and 20
single-source benchmarks from the LLVM test suite [2].
Competing methods.We compare our approach against
OpenTuner and the Greedy and Random search strategies
for code size reduction implemented by CompilerGym. The
CompilerGym Greedy algorithm has a threshold, 𝑒 , for con-
trolling how often the algorithm switches between random
and greedy searches, with 𝑒 = 0 for a solely greedy strat-
egy and 𝑒 = 1 for a purely random algorithm. We set 𝑒 to
0.1, which produces comparable results as CompilerGym
developers reported on their platforms.
Actions.We consider all the 123 semantics-preserving passes
of LLVM. The RL agent determines which pass to be added
into or removed from the current compiler pass sequence.
Note that the length of the compiler pass sequence is un-
bounded. An LLVM pass can appear multiple times in the
pass sequence and be inserted before or after any pass.

4.4 Case Study 4: Superoptimization

The problem.This classical compiler optimization task finds
a valid code sequence to maximize the performance of a loop-
free sequence of instructions [43, 55]. Superoptimization is
an expensive optimization technique as the number of pos-
sible configurations grows exponentially as the instruction
count to be optimized increases.
Methodology. In this task, we apply SuperSonic to find a
client RL for STOKE, the state-of-the-art superoptimizer [76].
Given a set of test cases consisting of input-output pairs and a
subset of x86-64 instructions, STOKE synthesizes a program
(at the assembly code level) that uses these instructions and
agrees with the test cases. We use all the 25 benchmarks from
the STOKE Hacker dataset. Additionally, we also extract 15
loop-free and frequently-executed functions from SPEC CPU
2017 and the LLVM test suite, 10 from SPEC and 5 from the
LLVM test suite. The seed input to the performance tuner
is the assembly code generated by compiling the C code
with the -O0 compiler option. We use STOKE’s mutation
engine to modify the target instructions and its equivalent
testing method to verify if the transformed code satisfies the
test cases. We also manually verify the correctness of the
best-performing version found by each method.
Competingmethods.We compare SuperSonic to theMarkov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) based STOKE search technique
and OpenTuner. We test all schemes on LLVM and GCC and
use -O3 as the baseline. As noted in the STOKE document, the
STOKE implementation is not mature enough to improve -O3

code. However, as we will show later, SuperSonic can de-
liver noticeable improvement over -O3 on certain test cases,
demonstrating the potential of auto-tuning techniques.
Actions.We consider all the instruction-level transforma-
tions supported by STOKE. These include replacing the op-
code and operand of an instruction as well as inserting, re-
placing and swapping instructions.

4.5 Client RL Architecture Search Space

We consider all the SuperSonic-supported RL algorithms
when searching the client RL. SuperSonic chooses to use
PPO for code size reduction and MCTS for the other three
tasks. Table 3 lists the state and reward functions considered
in each task, where we highlight the SuperSonic chosen
function using a check mark. As can be seen from the ta-
ble, no RL algorithm dominates our case studies - the best
algorithm depends on the optimization task. However, the
Supersonic-chosen RL algorithm generalizes well to input
test programs of an optimization task.

4.6 Hardware and Software Platforms

For case studies 1, 2 and 4, we use two multi-core servers to
evaluate the resulting code. The first server has 2x 26-core
Intel Xeon 8179M CPU running at 2.40GHz, and the second
server has 2x 32-core AMD EPYC 7532 CPU at 2.4GHz. Both
servers have 128GB of RAM and run Ubuntu 20.04 with Linux
kernel v5.4. In our evaluation, we run the SuperSonic meta-
optimizer on the AMD server and use the chosen client RL
to optimize the target task on both machines. We run the rel-
evant deep learning models on an NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti GPU.
We use LLVM v10 as the backend compiler to generate the
executable binary in our evaluation. For superoptimizaton,
we also test our approach on GCC v11.2.

4.7 Performance Report

Cross-validation.Weuse 3-fold cross-validation to evaluate
our approach. This means we partition the benchmarks into
three groups (folds). We perform client RL search and tuning
on two folds of the benchmarks and then test the tuned RL
architecture on the remaining benchmarks. We repeat this
procedure three times to test each of the three folds in turn.
Unless stated otherwise, we exclude the time spent on client
RL search and tuning from the overhead of deployment-
time performance optimization, because client RL search and
tuning is a one-off cost performed offline and the tuned RL
architecture can be applied to many new programs without
incurring this tuning-search overhead. However, we give the
same amount of search time/iterations for all methods when
optimizing a test program.
Runtime measurement. To measure the runtime of the
resulting binary, we run each benchmark at least 100 times
on an unloaded machine. For each benchmark, we also com-
pute the 95% confidence interval bound and increase the
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Figure 3. Performance to expert-tuned Halide schedules
under different search time (a) and iteration (b) constraints.
SuperSonic gives the overall best performance than other
auto-tuning methods.

number of profiling runs if the interval is greater than 2%.
We report the geometric mean across runs. We also show the
performance variances across benchmarks, compilers and
cross-validation settings as min-max bars on the diagram.
Client RL search. In our evaluation, we apply MTL to per-
form RL search for all four optimization tasks simultaneously
on a single server, with a total search budget of 100 trials.

5 Experimental Results

In this section, we first present the case study results, find-
ing that SuperSonic outperforms hand-crafted strategies
in each task. We then provide an analysis of SuperSonic’s
working mechanisms, showing SuperSonic can accelerate
the deployment-time search by 1.75x. Note that the tuning
time is proportional to the number of tuning iterations, but
the tuning time per iteration can vary between evaluated
methods. Specifically, the SuperSonic-chosen client RL can
perform, on average, 1, 3, 24 and 10 search iterations per
second for case studies 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively, on our
evaluation platforms.

5.1 Case Study 1: Optimizing Image Pipelines

Figure 3 reports speedup over the Halide master scheduler
[62]. SuperSonic gives noticeable performance improve-
ment on the AMD platform. It also manifests larger advan-
tageswhen the search time is limited. On certain benchmarks,
SuperSonic is able to gives over 11x speedup with a cor-
rectly optimized code. The tree-based auto-scheduler gives a
high speedup of over 10x for a single benchmark, but it has
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Figure 4. Speedup for DNN code generation under different
search time (a) and iteration (b) constraints. The min-max
bar shows the range across benchmarks. SuperSonic out-
performs all competing methods on both platforms.

a lower mean performance improvement across benchmarks
compared to SuperSonic. On average, SuperSonic delivers
a 1.5x improvement over HalideRL, a manually tuned RL
strategy. Note that HalideRL uses PPO as the exploration
algorithm and the sequence of already applied schedules as
the state function. By contrast, SuperSonic determines that
for this task, using MCTS as the exploration algorithm and a
hash function of the applied schedules as the state function
is better than HalideRL. MCTS compares complete sched-
ules through simulations and looks ahead before making
intermediate scheduling optimizations, leading to a better re-
sult. Overall, SuperSonic outperforms all alternative search
techniques on all but two benchmarks on both platforms.

5.2 Case Study 2: Neural Network Code Generation

Figure 4 reports the the performance improvement over the
default schedules. RL based methods (Chameleon and Super-
Sonic) can generate better code than TVM’s evolutionary
or predictive modeling based search techniques. While ran-
dom and grid-based search can significantly improve one
benchmark (the top point of their min-max), their perfor-
mance is not robust and can give poor performance for other
benchmarks. By contrast, SuperSonic delivers more robust
performance by giving no slowdown on the AMD platform
and only minor slowdown over XGBoost on two benchmarks
on the Intel platform. SuperSonic improves Chameleon, the
second best-performing method, by up to 1.22x, improving
the default schedules by up to 1.74x.
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Figure 5.Code size reduction over LLVM -Oz under different
search time (a) and iteration (b) constraints. SuperSonic
outperforms alternative methods.

Table 4. Important compiler passes for code size reduction
and how often a pass is chosen by a search method.

Opentuner C.Gym.Greedy C.Gym.Random SuperSonic

simplifycfg 0.84% 3.29% 1.23% 10.78%

early-cse-
memssa

0.78% 0.18% 0.92% 6.80%

gvn 0.69% 1.83% 0.97% 5.98%

instcombine 0.75% 0.12% 1.17% 8.99%
newgvn 0.74% 2.90% 1.02% 7.66%
others 96.21% 91.67% 94.69% 59.79%

5.3 Case Study 3: Code Size Reduction

Figure 5 reports the code size reduction conducted on the
Intel platform using LLVM. We note that an average code
size reduction of 4% is considered to be significant [72–
74].SuperSonic improves -Oz for all but two test bench-
marks. It delivers the best reduction for 90% of the test bench-
marks. For those benchmarks where SuperSonic does not
deliver the best reduction, the difference between Super-
Sonic and the best-performing method is small, less than
1%. On average, SuperSonic gives the highest mean code
size reduction, improving LLVM -Oz by up to 1.57x.
Table 4 lists the top-5 most frequently-appeared LLVM

passes in the compiler pass list that gives the best code size
reduction. Because these passes are often included in a com-
piler sequence that offers a high code size reduction, they
are likely to be important for reducing code size. The table
also shows how often a search method chooses a pass as an
action when optimizing a benchmark. Compared to other
methods2, SuperSonic picks an important pass more often
during the search, suggesting that it learns the importance
of optimization passes.

5.4 Case Study 4: Superoptimization

Figure 6 shows the superoptimization results using LLVM
and GCC. SuperSonic outperforms Stoke and OpenTuner
on most of the test benchmarks with a higher mean speedup.
Increasing the tuning iterations (and the search time) during
2In theory, with a sufficiently larger number of samples, each pass will have
a 1/123 chance to be chosen by C.Gym.Random in Table 4.
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Figure 6. Speedup over LLVM/GCC -O3 for superoptimiza-
tion under different search time (a) and iterations (b).

deployment can improve the search performance because
it allows the search algorithm to explore the optimization
space better and uses feedback to improve its search strategy.
Although the STOKE developers note that their mutation
engine is notmatured enough to outperform LLVM/GCC -O3,
we demonstrate that RL can deliver noticeable improvement
by better exploring the optimization space (up to 1.34x).

Figure 7 shows a kernel from STOKE Hacker benchmark
dataset, compiled by LLVM -O3, and the best-performing
version found by SuperSonic. The SuperSonic code for the
_Z3p23i kernel is 18 lines shorter, 1.2x faster than -O3. This
is one of the many examples where the Supersonic-driven
superoptimization generates faster code over -O3.

5.5 Further Analysis

5.5.1 Compare to Other Client RL Search Strategies.

This experiment compares SuperSonic’s deep RL-basedmeta-
optimizer against four widely used parameter search tech-
niques: grid search, simulated annealing, random search, and
genetic algorithms. We set the number of search iterations to
100 for all search algorithms. We also vary the search space
by adding more candidate RL components, where the num-
ber of RL component combinations vary between 150 and
800. For a chosen RL client, we follow the same parameter
fine-tuning process to fine-tune the selected RL components
(Section 3.4). Figure 8 compares the performance of the client
RL chosen by different search algorithms during the RL client
search stage. As can be seen from the diagram, all client RL
give an averaged improvement over the baseline. Super-
Sonic finds a better client RL during the limited client RL
search budget, leading to overall better performance across
search space sizes and case studies. We note that the limited
client RL search budget restricts the performance of finding
good client RL with a large search space (e.g., when the num-
ber of RL component combinations is 800). Increasing the
search budget will allow the meta-optimizer to find a better
client RL to improve the resulting performance.

5.5.2 Deployment-stage Search Time Relative to the

Best-performing Alternative. Table 5 shows the rela-
tive search time and iteration count required by Super-
Sonic-tuned client RL to exceed the results given by the
best-performing competitive scheme. The table shows the
minimum, average, and maximum search overhead across
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1 .L_4004e0_LLVM_O3: .L_4004e0_SuperSonic:

2 movl $0x60106f ,%eax movl $0x601191 ,%

edi

3 movl $0x601191 ,%edi movq $0x400990 ,%

rcx

4 movl $0x400700 ,%edi movl $0x400700 ,%

edi

5 pushq %rax pushq %rax

6 nopl 0x0(%rax ,%rax ,1) nopl 0x0(%rax ,%rax

,1)

7 ... ...

8 callq 4008f0 <_Z3p23i > callq 4008f0 <

_Z3p23i >
9
10 ._Z3p23i: ._Z3p23i:
11 movl %edi ,%eax popcntl %edi ,%ecx

12 shrl %eax movq %rcx ,%rax

13 andl $0x55555555 ,%eax retq

14 subl %eax ,%edi

15 movl %edi ,%eax

16 andl $0x33333333 ,%eax

17 shrl $0x2 ,%edi

18 andl $0x33333333 ,%edi

19 addl %eax ,%edi

20 movl %edi ,%eax

21 shrl $0x4 ,%eax

22 addl %edi ,%eax

23 andl $0xf0f0f0f ,%eax

24 movl %eax ,%ecx

25 shrl $0x8 ,%ecx

26 addl %eax ,%ecx

27 movl %ecx ,%eax

28 shrl $0x10 ,%eax

29 addl %ecx ,%eax

30 movzbl %al ,%eax

31 retq

32 nopl 0x0(%rax ,%rax ,1)

Figure 7. SuperSonic finds a better program (right) over
LLVM -O3 (left) for a STOKE Hacker kernel (_Z3p23i) that
counts the number of bits, by using the popcntl instruction.

Table 5. Search overhead required by SuperSonic to exceed
the performance given the best-performing alternative

Use

cases

% of search time (& raw numbers) % of iterations (& raw numbers)

MIN GeoMean MAX MIN GeoMean MAX

Case
study 1

3.6
(21 mins)

39.6
(4 hours)

72.1
(6 hours)

3.9
(1,425)

44.0
(15,821)

75.3
(27,141)

Case
study 2

1.0
(1 min)

39.1
(24 mins)

74.1
(45 mins)

4.2
(885)

32.3
(3,885)

68.8
(8,256)

Case
study 3

1.5
(3 sec)

31.0
(61 sec)

61.1
(2 mins)

2.1
(738)

29.7
(10,714)

83.5
(30,068)

Case
study 4

1.1
(22 sec)

32.8
(11 mins)

42.3
(14 mins)

1.2
(1,478)

36.5
(43,745)

46.9
(56,387)

test benchmarks. On average, the RL architecture found by
SuperSonic converges faster, requires less than 39.6% of the
search time used by the best-performing alternative search
algorithm to deliver better results. This means the RL archi-
tecture chosen by SuperSonic can start delivering a better
optimized code with, on average, 1.75x less search time (up

to 100x) compared the best-performing alternative tuning al-
gorithm that runs longer. While search methods like genetic
algorithms have no upfront training cost, they must search
each time afresh. SuperSonic performs a one-off offline RL
search and tuning, but the tuned client RL significantly re-
duces the search cost for any new programs after that.

5.5.3 Chosen RL Components. Table 3 shows the client
RL components chosen by SuperSonic varies from one task
to another. We also observe that the optimal RL found by
SuperSonic is consistent across cross-validation runs for a
given task. This means the client RL architecture can general-
ize across inputs of a given task. We notice that using MCTS
with DNNs for state representation gives good performance
for three out of the four tasks, but it is less effective for code
size optimization compared to PPO. Using MCTS for code
reduction gives an average reduction of 0.6% instead of 6.5%
delivered by PPO. This perhaps due to a large number of
discrete actions (i.e., the compiler passes) in the optimization
space, which requires more search time to learn a good value
function to efficiently guide the MCTS simulation.

6 Discussions

We have showcased that deep RL can be highly effective in
performance tuning, but this depends on having a suitable RL
architecture. Deep RL can benefit from knowledge learned
from other inputs (or programs). Some of this knowledge can
be transferable from one program to another. For example,
the client RL algorithm learns applying -simplifycfg (Ta-
ble 4) is always beneficial for code size reduction from train-
ing benchmarks. The RL agent thus increases Evolutionary-
based search algorithms cannot use prior knowledge and
have to start from scratch for every new program [40].

Our experiments show that evolutionary-based techniques
can outperform RL on certain test cases (Section 5.1). Be-
cause evolutionary algorithms often have a lower runtime
overhead than deep RL methods, it is interesting to see if
both methods can be combined to explore more optimiza-
tion points of the search space. For example, one can first
employ a deep RL to identify the most promising areas in
the search space and then use low-cost evolutionary algo-
rithms to perform finer-grained searches on the identified
regions. Another example is to use evolutionary algorithms
to combine and dynamically choose between multiple state
or reward functions to improve the robustness of the system.

We found themeasurement cost often dominates the search
time of an autotuner. One way of reducing the measurement
overhead is to use active learning to reduce the number of
runs when we are confident that the results are statistical
sound [63, 64]. Another strategy is to use a predictive model
to estimate outcome of runtime measurements to reduce
environment interactions.
SuperSonic searches the client RL by trying different

combinations of RL components. An interesting approach
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Figure 8. Comparing the performance of a client RL chosen by different search algorithms during the client RL search stage.
We vary the number of client RL combinations by varying the number of candidate RL components. The SuperSonic chosen
client RL gives the best overall performance during deployment.

would be to combine online search and predictive modeling,
by using the profiling data collected from earlier runs to
build a predictive model to directly predict the promising RL
component combinations to reduce the search overhead.

Finally, RL often employs machine-learning (ML) models
to estimate the reward or to represent the environment state.
However, ML is brittle, and small changes in data distribution
during deployment can result in incorrect predictions. There-
fore, techniques for detecting when the model’s estimation
can be trusted is useful [71, 91].

7 Related Work

Auto-tuning techniques have been widely used to reduce
expert involvement in performance optimization tasks [88].
Early works like ATLAS [89] and FFTW [31] demonstrate
the potential for searching domain-specific optimization pa-
rameters like the loop tile size. In iterative compilation, prior
works have exploited the use of evolutionary algorithms
like the genetic algorithm [7, 8] and other search techniques
built upon Bayesian optimization [11, 17, 42, 56, 75] and
predictive modeling [4, 10, 15, 48, 67]. Recent works also ap-
ply auto-tuning techniques to optimize code generation for
deep neural networks [18, 34, 61, 92], image processing ap-
plications [69], and runtime tuning of operating system and
processor parameters [20]. Our work is among these efforts
in applying auto-tuning techniques for code optimization.
In recent years, RL (in particular deep RL) has demon-

strated impressive results in domains like game-playing
[66, 78] and robotics [6]. It has also been employed for var-
ious performance optimization tasks, including compiler
phase ordering [36], loop optimization [13], choosing vector-
ization parameters [35], task scheduling [54] and memory
placement [45]. These prior works rely on hand-tuned poli-
cies or feature engineering to derive a good search strategy
for the given application domain. Given the large number
and diversity of workloads to be optimized, approaches like
ours for automating RL architecture tuning are attractive.
CompilerGym [23] is an machine-learning platform for

compiler optimization. It provides an OpenAI Gym-like pro-
gramming environment [65]. SuperSonic utilizes Compi-
lerGym’s API for problem definition, but complements to
CompilerGym by providing ways to automate RL component

searching and tuning. We plan to integrate SuperSonic into
the mainstream release of CompilerGym.
In a relevant research area, neural architecture search

[28] aims to find the right neural network structure and
parameters to reduce the model size and execution time or
to improve accuracy [82, 93]. Our work draws aspiration
from these past foundations to find a good RL architecture
for performance optimization.

8 Conclusions

We have presented SuperSonic, a framework for building
RL-based performance tuners. SuperSonic provides the ca-
pability to automate the process of designing and tuning
RL algorithm structures. We evaluate SuperSonic by ap-
plying it to four different optimization tasks. Experimental
results show that the RL architecture found by SuperSonic
delivers better overall performance than alternative search
techniques, including hand-tuned RL strategies.
SuperSonic supports mainstream and emerging RL pro-

gramming environments like RLlib and CompilerGym. It is
designed to provide customizable interfaces to allow devel-
opers to introduce new algorithms and methods to be used in
the RL policy architecture. As the community provides more
models and methods, SuperSonic will be able to explore a
more comprehensive policy search space. As a result, there
will be less of a need to create domain-specific methods for
each project. In the long-term, we hope that SuperSonic
will work out-of-the-box for most performance developers
once they have defined their optimization tasks. We hope the
findings of this paper and the release of SuperSonic can en-
courage the adoption of RL in many other code optimization
problems.
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Appendix: Artifacts Evaluation Instructions

A.1 Overview

Our research artefact enables the reproduction of our ap-
proach and figures from our experimental results. This doc-
ument consists of instructions for performing AE on pre-
configured notebooks (Section A.2) or Python scripts within
a docker image (Section A.3).

Main Results

OurAE enables a reduced-size evaluation for themain results
of our work, i.e., Figures 3-6 in the paper. The results compare
the performance of the client RL found by our tool against
prior search-based techniques. We also provide a small-scale
experiment to showcase how the developed techniques can
be used to search for a client RL architecture.

Artifact Check-list (Meta-information)

• Compilation: LLVM 9.0, gcc 7.5 and gcc 4.9 included
• Experiments: The experiments can be run with the
included scripts.

• How much disk space required (approximately)?:

40 GB
• How much time is needed to prepare workflow

(approximately)? : Several hours for a small-scale
evaluation and one week for a full-scale evaluation

• Publicly available? : Yes, code and data are available
at: https://github.com/HuantWang/SUPERSONIC

• Code licenses: CC-BY-4.0 License
• Archived: 10.5281/zenodo.6313660

A.2 Instructions for Interactive Notebooks

For convenience, we have provided a pre-configured Python
Jupyter Notebook within a pre-configured docker image
- see https://github.com/HuantWang/SUPERSONIC/blob/
master/AE.md for how to access the docker image.

Experiment Workflow

1. Access the Jupyter Notebook using the method de-
scribed above.

2. From the Jupyter landing page, select the checkbox
next to the notebook, i.e., AE_Intel.ipynb; then click
“Duplicate”.

3. Click the name of the newly created Jupyter Notebook,
e.g. AE_Intel-Copy1.ipynb.

4. Select “Kernel”> “Restart & Clear Out” from the menu
to reset the results.

5. Repeatedly press the play button (the tooltip is “run
cell, select below”) to step through each cell of the

notebook. Alternatively, select each cell in turn and
use “Cell” > “Run Cell” from the menu to run specific
cells. Note that some cells depend on previous cells
being executed. If any errors occur ensure all previous
cells have been executed.

Evaluation and Expected Results

Code cells within the Jupyter Notebook display their output
inline. Note that some cells can take a few minutes to hours
to complete; please wait for the results until step to the next
cell. High load can also lead to a long wait for results. This
may occur if multiple reviewers are simultaneously trying
to generate results.

Customisation

The experiments are fully customisable, the code provided in
the Jupyter Notebook can be edited on the spot. Simply type
your changes into the code blocks and re-run using “Cell” >
“Run Cells” from the menu.

A.3 Instructions for Docker Image

For a step-by-step instruction to replicate our results using
a docker image on your machine locally without the interac-
tive notebook, please refer to our GitHub repository (https://
github.com/HuantWang/SUPERSONIC/blob/master/AE.md).

A.4 Evaluation and Expected Result

The supplied notebook or scripts will automatically produce
the results or diagrams after the experiments. The AE also
includes the data used in the paper submission. The results
may be different if the experiment is performed on hardware
that differs from the ones used in the paper.

A.5 Experiment Customization

Our evaluation scripts contain customizable parameters to
change things like the number of search iterations and the
training and testing datasets used. Please follow the instruc-
tions given at https://github.com/HuantWang/SUPERSONIC/
blob/master/AE.md.

https://github.com/HuantWang/SUPERSONIC
https://github.com/HuantWang/ SUPERSONIC/blob/master/AE.md
https://github.com/HuantWang/ SUPERSONIC/blob/master/AE.md
https://github.com/HuantWang/SUPERSONIC/blob/master/AE.md
https://github.com/HuantWang/SUPERSONIC/blob/master/AE.md
https://github.com/HuantWang/SUPERSONIC/blob/master/AE.md
https://github.com/HuantWang/SUPERSONIC/blob/master/AE.md
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